
SCHOOL IS COOL It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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Q.1) The number of times
'What does he plant - - - a
tree?' occurs in the poem
is 

A. 2 B. 3 C. 4 D. 5

Q.2) A keyword not in the
poem is

A. Habitat B. Harvest C.
Heaven D. Heritage 

Q.3) A synonym of 'faith-
fulness' here is

A. Allegiance B. Devotion C.
Fidelity D. Loyalty

Q.4) According to the nar-

rator, 'unborn eyes' will see

A. Beauty B. Joy C. Love D.
Peace 

Q.5) An antonym of 'dis-
cord' here is

A. Affinity B. Concord C.
Harmony D. Rapport

Purposeful Planting 

Suryakumari Dennison, teacher, Aavishkar Academy

'The Heart of a Tree' extols those who plant trees that benefit us. Complete
these statements on Henry Cuyler Bunner's poem (from 'Treasure Trove') by
choosing correctly.

ANSWERS

1) B. 3 
2) A. Habitat 
3) D. Loyalty 
4) B. Joy 
5) C. Harmony

I
n all of the fifteen
years that I have
spent on this planet,

2020 would be, without
any debate, the most
bizarre year of them.
2020, or as I like to call
it, 'Year of the Pandemic' really
changed me in every aspect of my
life. I have realized that I have
become a more caring, respecting
and mature individual. Being a 10th

grader during a deadly pandemic,
according to my experience, is the
most challenging task I have ever
faced in my whole life (i.e. besides
being a teen during these over-
whelming times). There was obvi-
ously a lot of anxiety regarding
how the board exams would be, the
marking scheme, etc. However,

when I eventually found
out that the CBSE 10th
board exams were
cancelled, I
was filled
with
joy!

The last
month had
been hec-
tic
because of
the exam
stress, so
obviously I
was elated
that exams were
cancelled! As much
as I wanted to go on a
vacation and unwind, the nerve-
racking virus was creating havoc,
in turn cancelling all my vacation
plans, along with the board exams. 
Nevertheless, I have found other

ways to enjoy, or rather, keep me
sane during my long vacation. I

have been reading novels for
which I had no time

throughout the aca-
demic year, bing-

ing on web
series, learn-
ing new

choreographies, practicing the gui-
tar. That means I have mainly been
living in the comfort of my home,
because I do not want the daunting
virus to ruin my vacation too! If I
can survive the 10th grade with so
many hurdles, bring it on grade 11!
Aradhana Hegde,
class X, NPS BSK

2020 - The most bizarre
year of all times ever!

STUDENTSPEAK

Ahmedabad is a beautiful city situ-
ated on the banks of Sabarmati
river in the state of Gujarat. It is

famous for the Sabarmati Ashram of
Mahatma Gandhi, various his-
torical monuments and the
Navaratri festival. 
I visited Ahmedabad during
the Navaratri festival in the
year 2017. It was an eight-day
vacation where I also went to
nearby cities like Gandhinagar,
Nadiad and Anand. 
I landed in Ahmedabad on the last day
of the festival. There was an atmos-
phere of  festivities and celebrations in
the entire city. Traditional attire and
jewellery were being sold on roads and

there were various
dance pandals that
had been set up, where people would
gather at night to dance. In the night I

went to a dance pandal with
my family. It was a colourful
celebration where thousands
of people dressed in tradi-
tional attire danced to the
tunes of garba and dandiya.
The celebration went on till
the next day morning. It was
an experience worth the time. 

I visited the science adventure park in
the afternoon, where I watched a 4D
movie on the Apollo Mission to the
Moon. It was a wonderful experience. 
The next day we visited the Sabarmati

Ashram and the riverfront park. I
bought a small note book and a pencil
from the ashram as a token of my
visist. 
At the capital city Gandhinagar we visit-
ed the Akshardham Temple and saw the
famous light and water show. We then
went to Nadiad where we visited Sardar
Vallabhai Patel's house. 
We also visited the Amul factory at
Anand, where we saw the process and
preparation of butter and ghee. 
My experience of visiting Ahmedabad
and other cities surrounding it was
wonderful and would love to visit the
city again.
Amith N Rao, class V, 
Airaa Academy

E ducation is the most important part of our life and
school is a sacred place where education is imparted to
make a nation smart and civilized, stronger and devel-

oped for tomorrow.
My school is a nice place to be in.  It not only focuses on our
academic performance but also on our overall development.
Along with studies, a multitude of extra curriculum activities are
organised in my school. Another reason
why I like my school is because of the
hardworking teaching staff. The educators
are very cooperative and kind. They give
time to each child to grow at their own
pace, which instills confidence in them.

Our school principal is the pillar of our institution. 
Apart from this, many facilities are provided to the students like
spacious library, activity hall, toys, sports equipments, large
playground, basketball court, science labs, computer lab, smart
classes etc. I learnt to face failures with grace and never give up
on my ambitions. My teachers improved my learning skills and
developed my personality. I will always be indebted to my school

for shaping my personality
and teaching me invaluable
lessons. 
MANNATVIR KAUR, class X,
Guru Nanak Foundation
Public School, Mohali

SCHOOL DAYS ARE THE BEST!
School is a kind of a tiny world, which gives us all the experiences, the good, better and the best

A place to soak in festivities,
celebrations and patriotism

Hybrid model the future of education
The year 2020 was a year

of exploration, inno-
vation, adaptation,

adoption, and evolution. The
year will be earmarked in the
history of education for the
drastic transition that the
pandemic brought about,
making the education sector
evolve from offline to online
mode. This shift has visibly
changed the concept of edu-
cation and digital learning
has emerged as a necessary re-
source for education. As we move ahead
into 2021, online mode continues to be
an integral part of education.

The academic year 2019-20 saw an
abrupt end due to the pandemic, which
struck the world in early 2020. Till then,
schools were abuzz with activities, the
giggles of the students filled the corri-
dors, colorful and value-based theme
boards decorated the corridor, and the

wall of fame added to the am-
bience of schools.

We at Samsidh strive
hard to ensure that our stu-
dents never stop learning.
Technology has always been
part of our classrooms, and
that helped our teachers
adapt to the online mode in
a jiffy. With the integration
of learning systems that
speeded up preparing and
collating resources, teachers

found more time to interact and work
with students to ensure they do not miss
out on any support that they would have
received in the offline mode.

Students were taken on virtual field
trips; science practical demonstrations
were done using the virtual labs, across
subjects the virtual mode was used to

give them experiences of real life with
Augmented Reality. Digital projects were
a new, exciting and rewarding experi-
ence for our students. These apart, the
merits of flexi-timings and exposure to
talents from elsewhere added value to
the learning process.

With the advantages of personal-
ization and convenience to offer a learn-
ing environment that is best suited for
students, the hybrid model is the future
of education. With the hybrid approach,
every student gets the liberty to study
at their own pace. This flexibility often
translates to increased participation in
class. Teachers can conduct customized
assessments, and students get to par-
ticipate and chat with their teachers
and friends. With the current trend and
advancement in education sector, hy-
brid classrooms are  here to stay.

Lalitha S, practice head, Samsidh Group of
Schools

TEACHERSPEAK

FASCINATING BUTTERFLY: Chinmyee S N, class IX,
Samved School

MEDITATION: Thanu Singhal, class IX, 
Samved School

MISTAKES

I am not perfect
I have made mistakes with many
regrets
I've broken connections I should
have kept
But I have to accept
It was a mistake
Now there are no retakes
Living a perfect life
Is unrealistic and far-fetched
Now I am going to make a
bridge
Of all my mistakes
And try to reach my happiness
No matter what it takes

Jahnavi Garg, class VIII, DPS
Whitefield

Self-motivation refers to the power of
someone to stay motivated without
the influence of other situations and

people. Contrary to popular belief, self-
motivation isn't some innate
god given trait. Research
shows that there are proven
ways you can become self-
motivated even when the going
gets tough. It is not something
that happens naturally all the
time; rather we need to be
intentional about our behav-
iors to be sure that we are on
the right path. All of us often
have realistic or unrealistic
goals and in trying to achieve them we
become jealous and envious of other's
success and yet do nothing to stoke our
inner flame.
It's important to keep a track on when

your motivation sucks and when you feel
like a superstar; work your own patterns.
Identify your own motivation style!
Surround yourself with people who build
you up and not drag you down. With self-
motivation the goal or task you are work-
ing for doesn't change or become easy but
the way you see it or think about it
changes everything.
Negativity can drag you
down to the dark side.
As Robert Tew says
"Don't let negativity or
negative & toxic people
rent space in your
heads". They are cer-
tainly not important!
Self-Motivation defi-
nitely is a better pre-
dictor of success in life
than intelligence, abili-
ty or salary. So we bet-
ter get it right for our

students when they are still young and
teach them how to stay self-motivated.
Furthermore, self-motivated people always
find a way to reason and strength to com-

plete a task. Also, they do not
need other people all the time
to encourage them to perform
a challenging task. 
There is a huge difference in
admiring somebody and trying
to imbibe the same qualities
against constantly comparing
yourself with others.
It is like comparing the per-

formance of a swimmer with a
runner using the same time

standard. They are different so how can
you compare one with the other?
So run your own race!!!
"I do not try to dance better than anyone
else. I only try to dance better than
myself".
Mikhail Baryshnikov
Your motivation must be absolutely hypnotic
in order to overcome the stumbling blocks
that will without exception come your way.
The only one you need to beat is you in try-
ing to become the best you can be. 
So stay motivated and let yourself thrive!

Stay motivated, and
run your own race!

Vandana Gupta,
principal, 
Euro School North
Campus



Q1:
Which country remains in
the top spot in the latest

FIFA rankings released? 
a) Belgium ❑ b) France  ❑

c) Brazil  ❑ d) England  ❑

Q2:
Who became the first Indian
to participate in the $150,000

Chessable Masters tournament? 
a) B. Adhiban ❑ b) P. Harikrishna  ❑

c) Praggnanandhaa  ❑ d) Sasi Kiran  ❑

Q3:
Who won the Formula One
Austrian Grand Prix event

2020?
a) Valtteri Bottas ❑ b) Lewis Hamilton  ❑

c) Sebastien Vettel  ❑ d) Charles Leclerc  ❑

Q4:
Mile Jedinak, who recently
announced his retirement,

is associated with which sports? 
a) Athletics ❑ b) Football  ❑

c) Cricket  ❑ d) Hockey  ❑

Q5:
Which South African
cricketer was recently

inducted into the ICC Hall of Fame? 
a) Shaun Pollock ❑ b) Dale Steyn  ❑

c) AB de Villiers  ❑ d) Jacques Kallis  ❑

Q6:
Which Badminton star won
the gold in the BWF Swiss

Open Super 300? 
a) Carolina Marin ❑ b) Saina Nehwal  ❑

c) PV Sindhu  ❑ d) Jwala Gutta  ❑

Q7:
In which World Cup did
Diego Maradona score his

infamous ‘Hand of God’ goal? 
a) US 1994 ❑ b) Italy 1990  ❑

c) Mexico 1986  ❑ d) Spain 1982  ❑

Q8:
Which Olympic sport
features the terms

‘snatch’ and ‘clean and jerk’? 
a) Wrestling ❑ b) Weightlifting  ❑

c) Badminton  ❑ d) Swimming  ❑

Q9:
Name the swimming
champion who won a

record 23 golds between 2004
and 2016? 
a) Ryan Lochte ❑ b) Nathan Adrian  ❑

c) Caeleb Dressel  ❑ d) Michael Phelps  ❑

Q10:
Which is the only Grand
Slam tournament to be

held on clay surface?
a) French Open  ❑ b) Australian Open  ❑

c) US Open  ❑ d) Wimbledon  ❑

Q11:
In the game of Golf, what
item of clothing is presented

to winners of the US Masters?
a) Green Jacket  ❑ b) White cap  ❑

c) Gloves  ❑ d) Special belt  ❑

Q12:
Which country that no
longer exists won the

World Cup three times in 1954, 1974
and 1990?
a) Yugoslavia  ❑ b) Soviet Union  ❑

c) West Germany  ❑ d) Czechoslovakia  ❑
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ANSWERS: 1. a) Belgium   2. b) P. Harikrishna

3. a) Valtteri Bottas   4. b) Football

5. d) Jacques Kallis   6. c) PV Sindhu

7. c) Mexico 1986   8. b) Weightlifting

9. d) Michael Phelps   10. a) French Open

11. a) Green Jacket   12. c) West Germany

QUIZ TIME!

Diego Maradona

Stefanos Tsitsipas
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N
ovak Djokovic and
Rafael Nadal and  will
set their sights on more
Grand Slam history at
Roland Garros as the
French Open embraces
a new and eerily empty

era of night time tennis. A 14th title in
Paris for Nadal would take him to a record-
setting 21st major, surpassing the mark he
shares with Roger Federer who has already
written off his hopes of adding to his lone
success in the French capital back in 2009.
Djokovic, the champion in 2016, can move
to 19 Grand Slam titles with victory. That
would make the world number one the
first man in over half a century to win
all four majors on multiple occasions.

Nadal upbeat

■  Nadal arrives in Paris buoyed by hav-
ing defeated Djokovic in the Rome Mas-
ters final in what was the pair’s 57th meet-
ing. It was Nadal’s 10th title in the Ital-
ian capital. Not that he was reading too
much into the statistics as far as Roland
Garros is concerned. "I think I can work
on a couple of things that I can do a lit-
tle bit better," he insisted. "I just need to
keep going. I know what I need to work
on and I’m going to do it. Work, relax
mentally, and work the right way."  At last
year’s delayed Roland Garros, Nadal
swept past Djokovic in straight sets in
the final. It was Nadal’s 100th win at the
tournament against just two losses since
his 2005 title-winning debut.

Djokovic hopeful

■  Giving Djokovic hope, however, is the
knowledge that he was responsible for one
of those losses, in the 2015 quarter-finals.
He is also a four-time runner-up although
three of those defeats in the championship

match came against the Spaniard. Only
two men have previously managed to win
all four of the Slams on more than one oc-
casion, Roy Emerson and Rod Laver of
Australia. Laver’s achievement came back
in 1969. "I think I have a good chance to go
all the way in Paris, but of course it’s a
long shot," said Djokovic who captured
the season’s first Grand Slam title in Aus-
tralia for a ninth time in February.

Not priority for Federer

■  Federer, with his 40th birthday fast ap-
proaching, remains the sentimental
favourite but his priority will be an as-

sault on Wimbledon where he has been
champion eight times. "I’m not so sure in
the last 50 years of the French Open, some-
body just rocks up at nearly 40 years old,
being out for a year and a half, and wins

everything straight," said Federer af-
ter losing his only clay court

match this year in Geneva last
week.

■  Of the chasing pack, two-
time runner-up Dominic
Thiem is low on form and con-

fidence. A run to the Madrid
semi-finals was followed by a

straight sets defeat to Cameron
Norrie in his Lyon opener. World

number two Daniil Medvedev has yet to
win a match at Roland Garros in four at-
tempts. In Rome, he fell at the first hurdle
and half-jokingly pleaded with the referee
to disqualify him such is his dislike for clay.

A likely contender 

■  World number five Stefanos Tsitsipas
is the most likely man to upset the odds of
Nadal and Djokovic again making the fi-
nal. The 22-year-old Greek who won the
prestigious Monte Carlo clay court title in
April, had match point before losing the
Barcelona final to Nadal and then lifted
the Lyon trophy. He has beaten Nadal on
clay in Madrid in 2019 and stretched
Djokovic to five sets at the 2020 French
Open semi-finals.

■  This year’s Roland Garros will be the
second taking place under the shadow of
the coronavirus. Just over 5,000 fans a day
will be allowed on site until June 9, when
that figure rises to 13,000. For the first time
this year, there will be nine evening ses-
sions at the tournament. However, a Covid-
19 curfew from 9 pm means that eight of
those sessions will be played out inside an
empty Court Philippe Chatrier. AFP

L
ille upset the odds to
win its first French
championship in 10
years, edging defending

champion Paris Saint-Germain
by one point as an enthralling
title race ended. PSG had

to better Lille’s result, but
Lille won 2-1 at Angers on
Sunday and PSG won 2-0
at Brest in one of the most
exciting French seasons
for many years. Victory
gave Lille a fourth French
crown and stopped PSG
from sealing a record-
equaling 10th to join Mar-
seille and Saint-Etienne.

Neymar missed a
penalty before Kylian
Mbappe netted his league-
leading 27th goal in vain
on the night he was vot-

ed the league’s best player and Lille’s
Christophe Galtier was named best coach
for the third time. Canada forward
Jonathan David opened the scoring early
for Lille and then won a penalty convert-
ed by Turkey veteran Burak Yilmaz just

before the break. Angers grabbed an in-
jury-time consolation to cause some late
nerves, but Lille had just a few seconds to
wait after restarting the game before cel-
ebrating a remarkable achievement. Lille
lost only three games compared to eight

for PSG, and Lille also conceded
the fewest goals while keeping the
most clean sheets.

Elsewhere, Monaco drew 0-0
at Lens to secure third and a place
in the Champions League quali-
fying rounds, with Lyon two
points back in fourth. Lyon fluffed
its chances by losing 3-2 at home
to Nice and enters the Europa
League along with fifth-place Mar-
seille. Brest stayed up by one point
from eight-time champion Nantes,
which lost 2-1 at home to Mont-
pellier to finish in 18th and the
promotion-relegation playoff spot
with second-tier Toulouse. AP

Roland Garros will see empty stands as night time matches scheduled

Indian tennis player Ankita

Raina notched up a hard-

fought win over higher-

ranked Arina Rodionova

in the first round of the

women’s singles

qualifiers at the French

Open. The 28-year-old

Indian, world ranked 182,

showed nerves of steel as she

bounced back from a set down to beat

Russian-born Australian Rodionova,

ranked 168th, 3-6 6-1 6-4 in a thrilling

rain-affected three-setter. Raina had

reached the third round of the

qualifiers in the Australian Open, the

first Grand Slam of the year. Among

other Indians in the fray are Sumit

Nagal, Prajnesh Gunneswaran and

Ramkumar Ramanathan.

RAINA MAKES WINNING

START IN FRENCH OPEN

QUALIFIERS

BEAT PSG BY ONE POINT TO WIN TROPHY AFTER 10 YEARS

Lille's (Lille Olympique Sporting Club, LOSC) players

celebrate with France's Ligue 1 football championship

trophy at the cub's headquarters in Camphin-en-Pevele

M anchester City’s Pep Guardiola has been named

Manager of the Year by England’s League

Managers’ Association.  Guardiola steered City to the

Premier League title and League Cup this season and

this Saturday the Spaniard’s side will bid to be crowned

kings of Europe for the first time when they face English

rivals Chelsea in the Champions League final in Porto.

Former Barcelona and Bayern Munich manager

Guardiola topped a poll where the other leading

contenders were Leeds’ Marcelo Bielsa, Norwich’s

Daniel Farke, Chelsea women’s manager Emma Hayes,

West Ham’s David Moyes and Leicester’s Brendan

Rodgers. "I am delighted to win the LMA Manager of

the Year award for the second time," said Guardiola.

"It is, for me, such a special trophy to win because it is

voted for by my fellow managers. An award like this is

only possible if a manager is surrounded by top profe-

ssionals. My players have been fantastic, their dedi-

cation and professionalism never wavered," he said. 

Guardiola wins Manager of the Year award

Burak Yilmaz 
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Pep Guardiola with the
Premier League Trophy
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